Core Services & Shared Infrastructure

MEETING Agenda

June 14, 2018
10:00-11:30AM
University Hall, Room 430a

Current Membership Roster

- Review and Approve Meeting Minutes (attached)
  - Minutes approved

- CDW Collaboration Tools Recommendation Update (Brian Verkamp)
  - Graphic included in meeting packet
  - Currently no structure, baseline, or supported set of tools
  - IT Managers met yesterday (6/13) and voted to move forward with next steps, explore what it takes to get us to this baseline set of tools; voted to leverage Microsoft tools, when it makes sense; forming 2 small task forces to evaluate (1) Microsoft Teams vs. Cisco WebEx and (2) Microsoft OneDrive vs. Box; if there are any volunteers willing to participate in the task force evaluation, contact Brian to coordinate

- Office 365 Update (Brian Verkamp)
  - Microsoft will host Office 365
  - Timeline not yet available for exchange migration, should have timeline by August meeting
  - Discussing two-factor authentication, at least for the web client, for Office 365 sign-in
  - Jesse – (q) are there limits to data in OneDrive, are there costs associated with data storage, currently paying for storage with ISILON; (a) will have to make a business decision after evaluation to determine if OneDrive is acceptable for departmental storage or if it should only be used for personal storage

- Technical Advisory Group Update (Gary Grafe)
  -

- Infrastructure Capital Project Update (Bruce Burton)
  - No major developments, continuing to move forward upcoming Zimmer, Nippert & ERC
  - Targeting wireless refresh completion by June 2019 in order to avoid additional Aruba maintenance fees
Wireless install will be completed during the day
No timeline for phones yet, phase 1 & 2 to be completed prior to
Will online phones be available to adjunct professors? Will be discussed with network team, do not
currently have phone numbers, need to see what it would take for them to be assigned phone numbers
to be used with app only (no physical phone)

- Sunset UCFileSpace (Don Rainwater)
  - Diagram included in meeting packet
  - Students currently have access to OneDrive, Box and UC FileSpace; evaluating need for so many storage options
  - Current State:
    - Step 1 – Connect UCFS to ISILON
    - Step 2 – Create new frontpages VM and My SQL VM
    - Step 3 – Create new Unix (Linux) Shell VM
    - Step 4 – Create replacement for Wiki service
  - High-level timeline: August - storage moved to ISILON; end of calendar year 2018 - services
decommissioned or alternatives in place

- IT Managers
  - 

- UC Portal (on-going)
  - Bought Modo Labs, rough project timeline in place, want to recreate canopy page that we have today 2
weeks prior to academic year start, can then make changes and add features as needed / when available
  - Single Sign On (SSO)

- Intranet Discussion (on-going)
  - Business needs to drive the discussion, not IT; IT can make sure the foundation works, but the business
has to ultimately make decisions on intranet implementations

- Enterprise Survey Tool (on hold)
  - We will own Microsoft Forms which does complex branching that people tend to want; seems robust
from initial reviews; if you have people you would like to evaluate Forms, reach out to Brian; if Forms
could replace Qualtrics could be potential huge cost savings

- Other Updates
  - Vote on July meeting – consensus to cancel
  - WEPA contract being renewed for another year

Adjourn
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